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Abstract

An important goal of systems biology is the identifica-
tion and investigation of known and predicted protein-
protein interactions to obtain more information about
new cellular pathways and processes. Proteins inter-
act via domains, thus it is important to know which
domains a protein contains and which domains inter-
act with each other. Here we present the JavaTM pro-
gram ProDGe (Protein Domain Gene), which visu-
alizes existing and suggests novel domain-domain in-
teractions and protein-protein interactions at the do-
main level. The comprehensive dataset behind ProDGe
consists of protein, domain and interaction information
for both layers, collected and combined appropriately
from UniProt, Pfam, DOMINE and IntAct. Based
on known domain interactions, ProDGe suggests novel
protein interactions and assigns them to four confi-
dence classes, depending on the reliability of the un-
derlying domain interaction. Furthermore, ProDGe
is able to identify potential homologous interaction
partners in other species, which is particularly help-
ful when investigating poorly annotated species. We
further evaluated and compared experimentally identi-
fied protein interactions from IntAct with domain in-
teractions from DOMINE for six species and noticed
that 31.13% of all IntAct protein interactions in all
six species can be mapped to the actual interacting
domains. ProDGe and a comprehensive documenta-
tion are freely available at http://www.cogsys.cs.uni-
tuebingen.de/software/ProDGe.

Keywords: Protein, domain, interaction, domain-
domain interaction, protein-protein interaction, in-
teraction visualization

1 Introduction

Proteins are macromolecules that fulfill several im-
portant cell functions, such as enzymatic cataly-
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sis or transmission of information. Many of those
tasks require the interplay of two or more pro-
teins, which is called a protein-protein interaction.
Protein-protein interactions occur in a wide range
of contexts and play a central role in biological sys-
tems [10, 5, 9]. A protein-protein interaction is es-
tablished by protein domains, which are encoded
in protein sequences and form individual and inde-
pendent structures. These domains and the result-
ing protein interactions are highly regulated and
evolutionary conserved [12, 3]. One major topic of
systems biology is the investigation and identifica-
tion of known and predicted protein-protein inter-
actions to reveal new cellular pathways, disturbed
cell processes or even create complete interactomes
of organisms [1, 5]. Especially the construction and
comparison of protein interaction networks of dif-
ferent diseases can improve the understanding of
the disease cause and can help to determine new
drug targets [13].
A multitude of online databases, containing pre-
dicted or experimentally validated data, are avail-
able for the detailed investigation of proteins and
their interaction partners. For instance, the Uni-
Prot database contains well curated protein infor-
mation and cross-references to other databases [4].
The Pfam database provides domain and protein-
domain information [7], and the DOMINE data-
base combines and presents known and predicted
domain-domain interactions by integrating both,
experimental and predicted protein interaction data
[14]. Here, we present the application ProDGe,
which stands for Protein Domain Gene. ProDGe
integrates protein, domain, gene, domain-domain
interaction, and protein-protein interaction data-
bases in one application. These interacting layers
are presented in a neatly arranged view, so that
users obtain an overview of a particular protein
or domain and its interaction partners at the first
glimpse. ProDGe bridges the gap between proteins,
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their domains, domain interactions and protein in-
teractions. Especially the combination of domain
interaction databases with protein-domain annota-
tion databases reveals novel protein-protein inter-
actions and helps researchers of not well annotated
organisms to find homologous interaction partners
in other organisms.

2 Results and Discussion

2.1 Data integration

ProDGe integrates the data of four well cu-
rated online databases: UniProt, IntAct, Pfam
and DOMINE. Protein sequences, identifiers, gene
names and many other protein related information
for millions of proteins are obtained from the Uni-
Prot knowledge database [4]. Experimentally val-
idated protein interactions are collected by pars-
ing the integrated IntAct database [2]. IntAct cur-
rently contains more than 250,000 binary interac-
tions coming from curated literature mining or user
submissions. Mapping all these data to the do-
main layer is done by taking protein and domain
annotations from the Pfam database [7]. The Pfam
database (release 25, March 2011) contains 12,273
protein families with mappings from proteins to do-
mains and further domain information. We col-
lect these domain information and map the data on
the protein information from IntAct and UniProt.
Thus, ProDGe can exactly mark and describe the
domains in an amino acid sequence and can explain
the IntAct protein interactions in more detail by
displaying the actual interacting domains. To com-
plete the domain layer, the Pfam data is extended
with 26,219 domain interactions from the DOMINE
database (v2.0, September 2010) [14]. DOMINE
integrates domain interactions from 15 different
sources that range from experimentally inferred do-
main interactions to predicted interactions. Each
domain interaction is assigned one of four confi-
dence classes: (i) experimentally validated, (ii) high
prediction confidence, (iii) medium prediction con-
fidence or (iv) low prediction confidence. This clas-
sification scheme is also used by ProDGe to char-
acterize both, the domain and the protein interac-
tions. The combination of the selected databases
results in a comprehensive, high quality dataset for
protein, domain, protein interaction, and domain
interaction information. All datasets have been
combined and stored in a MySQL database at our
institution to maximize the performance and mini-
mize memory requirements of the application. The

combined database is updated whenever one of the
integrated databases is updated.

2.2 Novel protein interactions

ProDGe suggests for each protein, containing one or
more domains, a variety of new protein interactions.
These suggestions are based on the idea that most
domains and domain interactions are evolutionary
conserved, and consequently, proteins will interact
if they contain domains that are known to asso-
ciate [12, 3]. Thus, the suggestion of novel protein
interactions is performed by looking at all domains
of a protein, using the Pfam database. The inte-
grated DOMINE database is subsequently queried
for interacting domains and their domain interac-
tion partners. Mapping these interacting target do-
mains back to a list of proteins that contain them
results in a list of potential protein interaction part-
ners. These potential protein interactions are fi-
nally assigned to the same interaction confidence
class as the domain interaction. That means, if
the domain interaction is experimentally validated,
predicted with high, medium or low interaction con-
fidence, then the predicted protein interaction be-
longs to the same class. If there are more domain in-
teractions describing a protein interaction with dif-
ferent interaction classes, the best interaction class
is assigned to the protein interaction. ProDGe sup-
ports a multitude of different species. By default,
only interactions occurring in the same species are
considered. However, this restriction can be lifted
to reveal homologous protein interactions in related
species. This helps to deduce unknown protein in-
teractions in poorly annotated species, based on
interacting proteins of other species that contain
the same domains, and helps to complete miss-
ing links when findings from one species should
be transferred to another. Since ProDGe com-
bines both, protein and interaction data from Int-
Act and DOMINE [2, 14], we compared the overlap
between these sources for six species: (i)Homo sapi-
ens, (ii)Mus musculus, (iii) Rattus norvegicus, (iv)
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, (v) Caenorhabditis ele-
gans, and (vi) Drosophila melanogaster. The eval-
uation for each species has been performed in the
following way:

Step 1: Mapping IntAct interactions on domains

First, all experimentally validated IntAct
protein interactions are separated into inter-
actions with and without domain information,
and those with domain information that
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Table 1: Comparison of IntAct and DOMINE interactions
Species (no of PPIs without PPIs without PPIs mapped
all experimental annotated interactions to DDIs
PPIs from IntAct) domains in DOMINE

Total PDB HC MC LC

D. melanogaster 2486 545 (21.92%) 987 (39.70%) 954 (38.37%) 4.14% 18.06% 4.14% 12.03%
C. elegans 818 281 (34.35%) 184 (22.49%) 353 (43.15%) 5.38% 18.83% 4.52% 14.43%
S. cervisiae 59257 16534 (27.90%) 29029 (48.99%) 13694 (23.11%) 1.10% 7.40% 5.23% 9.38%
R. norvegicus 1022 106 (10.37%) 706 (69.08%) 210 (20.55%) 3.23% 7.63% 2.25% 7.44%
M. musculus 3402 347 (10.20%) 1916 (56.32%) 1139 (33.48%) 5.38% 17.70% 3.67% 6.73%
H. sapiens 29337 5510 (18.78%) 15581 (53.11%) 8246 (28.11%) 3.48% 14.07% 3.31% 7.24%

Average 16053.67 3887.17 (20.59%) 8067.17 (48.28%) 4099.33 (31.13%) 3.79% 13.95% 3.86% 9.54%

ProDGe contains both, the protein-protein interactions (PPIs) from IntAct and domain interactions
from DOMINE. To compare both data sources and evaluate the overlap between them, the experimental
IntAct protein interactions have been mapped the corresponding domain interactions and compared to the
DOMINE content. PDB denotes protein interactions containing domains whose interaction is experimentally
validated. HC, MC and LC denotes protein interactions whose domain interactions have a high, medium or
low prediction confidence.

have been mapped to the domains, using the
integrated Pfam database.

Step 2: Comparing with DOMINE interactions

In a second step, we searched matching do-
main interactions in the DOMINE dataset.
Hereby, a protein interaction could possibly
be explained by several domain interactions.
In that case, the domain interactions with the
highest confidence class is chosen to explain
the protein interaction.

The results are shown in Table 1. In the first col-
umn, the species and total number of experimen-
tally validated protein interactions for the species
are listed. These interactions are separated into:
(i) interactions that have no domain description,
(ii) interactions for which no corresponding domain
interaction could be found, (iii) number of protein
interactions from IntAct that have corresponding
domain interactions in DOMINE. The last column
is further separated into experimentally validated
protein interactions that can be mapped to do-
main interactions of confidence class experimentally
validated (PDB), high predictive confidence (HC),
medium predictive confidence (MC), and low pre-
dictive confidence (LC). The table reflects the ad-
vantage of integrating protein and domain interac-
tion data. This integration allows to predict new
protein interactions with high confidence and to
explain and further characterize known protein in-
teractions. On the one hand, 31.13% IntAct pro-
tein interactions of all species in our evaluation can
be mapped to domain interactions and thus ex-
plained in more detail. On the other hand, the
overlap is not too big and hence, the combination

of both datasets results in a more complete picture
than taking just one interaction dataset. For ex-
ample, 76.89% experimentally validated protein in-
teractions in S. cervisiae are not overlapping with
domain interactions from DOMINE. And 60.36%
(702 in absolute numbers) of all experimentally
validated DOMINE interactions are not overlap-
ping with protein interactions from IntAct (data
not shown). Thus, the combination of both da-
tabases leads to a high quality network of protein
interactions on different layers. On the applica-
tion side, ProDGe tracks and displays sources and
confidences for each domain or protein interaction.
This includes a clear separation and visualization
of experimentally validated interactions and pre-
dicted interactions as well as displaying the source
for each interaction. The number of protein inter-
actions, coming from the combination of DOMINE
and Pfam, can even be increased by including pre-
dicted domain interactions. In S. cervisiae, the
number of domain interactions including predic-
tions increases from 702 to 7,444, whereby 52.29%
of the domain interactions can now be mapped to
protein interactions (data not shown). Including
predicted data and especially having a large amount
of predicted versus experimentally verified data is a
very common situation in proteomics. For example,
the UniProt database contains millions of proteins.
But experimental evidence for the existence of pro-
teins is only available for 3.46% of all proteins in
the database. 20% are inferred from homology and
the existence of 76.53% of all proteins relies just on
predictions [6]. Hence, the number of protein inter-
actions, inferred from domain interactions, is much
bigger than the number of experimentally validated
protein interactions in IntAct, because no protein
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Figure 1: Some functionalities of ProDGe. Subfigure (a) visualizes the long isoform of protein 1433B HUMAN

and its amino acid sequence. The protein is depicted as a green rectangle and the domain as colored cir-
cle. The domain part of the amino acid sequence is highlighted in the same color as the corresponding
domain circle. (b) The domain interaction tab: On the left is a domain list, providing all domains inter-
acting with the selected domain PF00244. The protein list on the right shows all proteins containing the
selected domain PF00018 from the left list. The different colors represent the interaction confidence classes
(green=experimental validated interaction, yellow=high prediction confidence and red=low prediction con-
fidence). A legend is also shown on this tab, providing the possibility to show or hide some interactions and
further descriptions (not shown in the picture). (c) Visualization of two interacting proteins (interacting
domains are connected with a line) and the protein interaction tab, providing known protein interactions.
(d) Example of the details tab, providing various protein and domain related information.

interaction for a protein whose existence is not even
proven can be measured experimentally.

2.3 The application

Usage

To provide direct access to information about pro-
teins, domains and their interactions, ProDGe can
handle UniProt identifiers, UniProt accession num-
bers, Pfam identifiers, Ensembl identifiers, and gene
symbols. After entering one of theses identifiers,
the corresponding protein or domain is depicted
in an internal window. Now the following infor-
mation is provided: (i) visualization of the pro-

tein as a rectangle with domains as circles, (ii) a
list of the protein isoforms, (iii) the amino acid se-
quence of the protein, whereas the domain parts
are colored differently, (iv) protein and/or domain
information like description, cellular location and
several identifiers, (v) predicted and experimen-
tally validated domain interaction partners for a
selected domain and the proteins containing the
interacting domain, and (vi) experimentally vali-
dated protein interaction partners (see Figure 1).
Furthermore, it is possible to export the visual-
ized information in a PDF document and to ob-
tain additional information of the genetic context
of a protein from Ensembl [8]. ProDGe distin-
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guishes between known protein interactions, which
are collected from the cross-references provided by
the UniProt database and IntAct, and predicted
protein interactions based on the combination of
DOMINE and Pfam data (see section 2.2). For
instance, if a domain has one interaction partner,
which is experimentally validated, then ProDGe
searches for other proteins containing the same do-
main and suggests a novel protein interaction. The
combination of different interaction layers can iden-
tify currently unknown protein interactions, which
play an important role in cellular processes. Fur-
thermore, it is possible to look for interactions be-
tween different species, which is particularly helpful
for the investigation of organisms whose protein in-
teractions are rare or currently unknown.

Availability and requirements

ProDGe and a comprehensive documentation are
freely available from http://www.cogsys.cs.uni-
tuebingen.de/software/ ProDGe. There are two
possibilities to start ProDGe: running it directly
as a JavaTM webstart application or by download-
ing the application as ZIP archive. The ZIP file
contains an executable JAR and scripts for vari-
ous operating systems to start the JAR so that no
further installation of any library other than the
JavaTM virtual machine is required. In any way,
an active internet connection and a JavaTM virtual
machine (version 6 or later) are required.

Implementation

ProDGe is entirely written in JavaTM and runs on
all operating systems for which a JavaTM virtual
machine is available. For obtaining the latest pro-
tein information from UniProt on-the-fly, the WS-
DBfetch library from EMBL-EBI has been inte-
grated into the application [11]. The integrated
dataset has been stored in a MySQL database that
is automatically queried by ProDGe. This data-
base is updated regularly and located on a server
of the chair for Cognitive Systems at the University
of Tübingen.

3 Conclusion

We have integrated databases containing informa-
tion about proteins (UniProt), domains (Pfam),
protein interactions (IntAct), and domain interac-
tions (DOMINE). These information help to ob-
tain a complete picture of proteins and their in-
teractions. Furthermore, the integrated dataset al-

lows for suggesting novel protein interactions by
taking domain interactions and mapping the cor-
responding domains back to proteins that contain
these domains. This procedure can also be used to
identify homologous interaction partners in other
species and thus, is particularly useful for investiga-
tions of not well annotated species. The platform-
independent tool ProDGe visualizes both, proteins
and domains, with their experimentally validated
and predicted interaction partners. ProDGe uses a
simple interaction classification to carefully distinct
between experimental and predicted interactions
with different confidences and displays the source
for each interaction. This classification scheme,
paired with a careful layout of the application, guar-
antees an easy usage. The application is freely
available and can be downloaded as stand-alone ver-
sion or executed directly as JavaTM webstart.
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